Alphabet and numbers book. Name. Class. Alphabet A–Z. a bc de gh i j k l m. no p qr st uv 1. wx y z. MYL Logo: Long & CMYK print version. Students’ books closed. Pin up My Alphabet poster on the board. Point to the letters and say the appropriate sound. The students repeat chorally and individually. 

Aims: introducing the alphabet (E-H) 

Vocabulary: elf, flower, ghost, hat 

Extra materials: My Alphabet poster, slips of paper with the words: elf, flower, ghost, hat. 

PRESENTATION & PRACTICE. 1 Listen and point to the letters and the words. Then say the letters and the words. Students’ books closed. PM Alphabet Blends book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. With over 400 titles, PM lets your pupils progress step-by-step through... 